Dublin, Ireland: July 13, 2009‐ Michael Collins is director of Michael Collins Associates
(www.mca.ie), an Irish architectural practice. In a recent interview, Mr. Collins praised ZWCAD as
“just as fast and reliable, or even better” than the existing system they have been using “at a very
big reduction in cost.”
Established in 1988, MCA provides a full range of architectural, interior design, master planning,
and project management services. The firm is involved principally in the areas of urban renewal,
commercial, residential, educational, healthcare, and leisure, as well as buildings for the
bloodstock (horse breeding) industry.
Using CAD software, MCA generates architectural and interior design services, and produces
architectural design and construction drawings. Mr. Collins said his firm has about 30 CAD
workstations that have been running another CAD system for the last twenty years. This year,
however, they converted four of the workstations to run ZWCAD.

Mr. Collins explained how they are using ZWCAD 2009 for managing
production. “We have been running ZWCAD successfully on the four workstations for the past six
months. We use ZWCAD as our drafting tool to produce architectural designs and construction
drawings.”
The other CAD system used by MCA is the market leader in Ireland. “Because of the lack of
competition, however, it has become very expensive for us to maintain,” said Mr. Collins.
He gave a high evaluation of ZWCAD, confirming that the software met his firm’s needs and
requirements. “It provides a cost‐effective alternative to our existing CAD system. It has proved to
be just as fast and reliable, or even better than our existing system at a very big reduction in cost,”
he said.
“Standard ZWCAD even has features that are not provided by the more expensive program, such as
the ability to edit blocks and external references,” he added.

Asked about the service, support, and training from ZWCAD Software Co. and EDA Systems, its
authorized distributor in the United Kingdom, Mr. Collins gave a clear answer: “The service and
support provided by ZWSOFT and EDA has been excellent,” he said.
“We are very pleased with its performance over the six months we have been using it. And we will
continue to use it,” emphasized Mr. Collins. “This is the first time we have found a real alternative
CAD software to our existing system.
MCA had been looking for a viable alternative to its existing CAD software package for a number of
years. ZWCAD provided the first affordable, fast, and reliable alternative program that met their
needs.
About Michael Collins Associates
Major clients of Michael Collins Associates include Ireland‐based organizations in all fields,
including American Airlines, Anglo Irish Bank, Deutsche Bank, Ericsson, FBD International, Fours
Seasons Hotels, IBM, J M Huber, Lufthansa, Ernst & Young, KPMG, BCM Hanby Wallace,
Department of Education & Science of Ireland, Department of Health & Children in Ireland, Dublin
City Council, Enterprise Ireland, Fingal County Council, Ireland Food Safety Authority, and Ireland
National Disease Surveillance Center.

